INTRODUCTION

Paypex (PAYX) is a platform that empowers & enhances the payment systems based on Ethereum blockchain technology and smart contract. Increase the efficiency, decrease the cost of money transfers and send or receive cross-border payments instantly.

About Paypex (PAYX)

We provide state-of-the-art blockchain technology which forms the backbone of a diverse range of payment gateway for individual and business. Paypex is positioned at the crossroads between Ethereum blockchain technology, payments, and business, giving the all sectors access to modular solutions to manage all their payments needs.

The Paypex Platform connects directly to payment service providers, fraud management, cryptocurrency and other payment-related solutions, helping you to protect revenues, increase sales, reduce payment costs. All solutions are fully integrated leading to a better customer experience, more efficient chargeback management and enriched back office reporting.
Paypex Token (PAYX)

Paypex Token
Like other cryptocurrencies, paypex tokens can be bought, sold or traded. The price of tokens will change as per the demand & supply matrix. It can be stored easily on MyEtherWallet or Mist. Paypex tokens will play a role of bridge between paypex wallet & other cryptocurrencies/Fiat Money.

Paypex Wallet
Paypex Wallet
It provides complete payment solution for individual or businesses/ecommerce. Unlike cryptocurrencies, value of paypex wallet remains unchanged. Instant transaction & Zero transaction fee will pay the key role to popularise it among individuals as well as businesses.
How Paypex works

Signup for free
just signup with your email and password.

Deposit Paypex Token
Deposit Paypex Token to your account.

Add Fund to Wallet
Simply add fund from paypex token.

Transfer Fund
Paste or scan wallet address and transfer.